
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a proposition manager. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for proposition manager

Develop and maintain business intelligence to support customer and business
insight
Develop the best practice and set the guidelines for the propositions
development aligning the group’s directive
In addition ensure both strategic and tactical changes are aligned to end
investor requirements
Support the definition and delivery the end investor content strategy and
requirements for PI
Support the PI agenda through both PI and UK business level forums
Acquire…
Drive fast-paced, innovation driven and multifunctional tasks, delivering on an
assigned agenda of revenue driving activities designed to develop and
promote the My WU membership program in key countries across the globe
Work based on customer/market insights, benchmark best-practices and
work on an agile approach in partnership with internal Product, Channel,
Regional and Global teams and external trusted suppliers
Deliver new initiatives end-to-end – from the deployment of the reward, to
formulating a cross-channel marketing plan, to reviewing creative and writing
social posts, to working with Agents and Call Centers to embed plans, to
analyzing KPIs and making insight-led recommendations
Take the lead in the maintenance of our existing rewards and programs,
including carefully pulling and tracking data trends and working with
suppliers to ensure legal agreements and invoicing are always up to date

Example of Proposition Manager Job Description
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Strong analytical abilities and creative energy
Exceptional business acumen and proven ability to communicate and
persuade at all levels of the organization
Proven results in leading cross-functional teams and able to work under
pressure
Ability to be self-driven, show initiative and motivate others
Extensive product development and marketing experience
Candidates with a strong background in FMCG product development and
innovation will also be welcomed


